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----------------------------------------------------------------------
Dear Planning Commissioners and Staff,

Attached please find comments from Oakland Heritage Alliance concerning the DEIR for Howard Terminal and the
proposed stadium.

Thank you!

Naomi Schiff
Boardmember, Oakland Heritage Alliance
-----------------------------
Naomi Schiff
510-835-1819 (land)
510-910-3764 (cell
238 Oakland Ave.
Oakland, CA 94611
naomi@17th.com
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April 21, 2021 
 


By electronic transmission 
 
To:  
City of Oakland Planning Commissioners  
Planning Staff and Consultants 
 
Re: Development at Howard Terminal  
 
Dear Planning Commissioners, Staff, and Consultants, 
 
Oakland Heritage Alliance is summarizing its comments regarding cultural resources in the 
below points. We will submit a more extensive document before the deadline. 
 
1. Do not build the gondola 
The gondola is not an integral component of this project, but it would have serious effects on one 
of Oakland’s most important historic areas, Old Oakland. While it would only be useful when 
large events occur at the proposed stadium, fewer than 100 days of the year, its impact would be 
experienced 365 days, 24/7. Historic Old Oakland has survived an era of downtown demolition, 
several economic downturns, and a major earthquake. Let's not pressure it more than absolutely 
necessary. The gondola, as an off-site facility, is not crucial to the project, and would insert an 
obtrusive structure at the north end of Old Oakland. It would insert an aerial structure above the 
Victorian buildings, the survivors of Oakland’s 19th-century business area. It would present 
noise, crowding, and night-time disturbance effects upon the residents and businesses at Swan’s.  
It would remove people from the street level, who might otherwise patronize businesses from 
downtown to the ballpark. The A’s should invest in ground level retail and Oakland’s cityscape 
rather than study a way to avoid it. The Detroit People Mover was a failure. The Minneapolis 
Skyways took people off the street and created equity issues. 


Rather than this, expend the large sum of its cost by improving the walking and transit 
ground-level access to the proposed project. We understand that as a novelty amusement ride, the 
gondola presents a cute shiny object; but Old Oakland should not suffer the indignity of 
becoming a kind of theme park. It is real and its authenticity is at risk. 
 
2. Avoid or minimize demolition at the peaker plant, and design its surroundings to 
compliment it. 
As one of the few remaining waterfront structures from Oakland’s working past, the peaker plant 
presents a great opportunity to tie new and old architectural elements together. We recommend 
reconfiguring the project slightly to minimize demolition of parts of this historic building, and 
giving much more consideration to designing the surrounding buildings to be compatible with it, 
and to highlight its visual interest. We support the idea of a creative reuse so that it will  
contribute to the overall development. Howard Terminal is a very large site and the stadium 
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should be able to be adjusted to not impact historic resources. The site is a clean canvas—make it 
work and avoid the demolition. 
 
3.  Retain cranes and design the project to relate to context. 
We remain confused by the DEIR analysis of the various cranes and their historic values. But the 
main point is to honor and reflect Oakland's maritime past—its port a major reason for its 
founding as a modern municipality, in 1852—and urge that the planning and design incorporate 
the cranes more into the site planning, landscape planning, and architectural plans. They should 
be retained as monumental found objects and should be part of easily understandable historic 
interpretive information at the site. These cranes can provide a unique and interesting character 
for the development. 


 
4.  Preserve space for maritime activities and history 
As Oakland’s key industry, maritime activity should be accommodated and encouraged. We urge 
the Port, the Athletics, the City, and the business and labor community not to turn away from this 
inheritance, but rather to ensure that any waterfront development not encroach on our waterfront, 
but rather design for a symbiosis. Conflict of use should be avoided, rather than built in. 
 
Instead of fighting for every square inch of buildable land, this project would benefit from a 
more holistic design that respects Oakland’s maritime present and past, accommodates the 
inevitability of sea-level rise, and more realistically deals with the transportation challenges of 
the site. Other shoreline cities confront these issues by including buffer areas, backing off from 
the edges where global warming may threaten buildings, and softening edges to deter wave 
action. We see little of that here.  


 
Thank you for your consideration. 


 
Sincerely, 


 
Mary Harper 
President 
 
 


 
Cc:  
Oakland Planning Commission 
William Gilchrist 
Ed Manasse 
Pete Vollmann 
Catherine Payne 
Robert Merkamp 
Betty Marvin 
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By electronic transmission 
 
To:  
City of Oakland Planning Commissioners  
Planning Staff and Consultants 
 
Re: Development at Howard Terminal  
 
Dear Planning Commissioners, Staff, and Consultants, 
 
Oakland Heritage Alliance is summarizing its comments regarding cultural resources in the 
below points. We will submit a more extensive document before the deadline. 
 
1. Do not build the gondola 
The gondola is not an integral component of this project, but it would have serious effects on one 
of Oakland’s most important historic areas, Old Oakland. While it would only be useful when 
large events occur at the proposed stadium, fewer than 100 days of the year, its impact would be 
experienced 365 days, 24/7. Historic Old Oakland has survived an era of downtown demolition, 
several economic downturns, and a major earthquake. Let's not pressure it more than absolutely 
necessary. The gondola, as an off-site facility, is not crucial to the project, and would insert an 
obtrusive structure at the north end of Old Oakland. It would insert an aerial structure above the 
Victorian buildings, the survivors of Oakland’s 19th-century business area. It would present 
noise, crowding, and night-time disturbance effects upon the residents and businesses at Swan’s.  
It would remove people from the street level, who might otherwise patronize businesses from 
downtown to the ballpark. The A’s should invest in ground level retail and Oakland’s cityscape 
rather than study a way to avoid it. The Detroit People Mover was a failure. The Minneapolis 
Skyways took people off the street and created equity issues. 

Rather than this, expend the large sum of its cost by improving the walking and transit 
ground-level access to the proposed project. We understand that as a novelty amusement ride, the 
gondola presents a cute shiny object; but Old Oakland should not suffer the indignity of 
becoming a kind of theme park. It is real and its authenticity is at risk. 
 
2. Avoid or minimize demolition at the peaker plant, and design its surroundings to 
compliment it. 
As one of the few remaining waterfront structures from Oakland’s working past, the peaker plant 
presents a great opportunity to tie new and old architectural elements together. We recommend 
reconfiguring the project slightly to minimize demolition of parts of this historic building, and 
giving much more consideration to designing the surrounding buildings to be compatible with it, 
and to highlight its visual interest. We support the idea of a creative reuse so that it will  
contribute to the overall development. Howard Terminal is a very large site and the stadium 
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should be able to be adjusted to not impact historic resources. The site is a clean canvas—make it 
work and avoid the demolition. 
 
3.  Retain cranes and design the project to relate to context. 
We remain confused by the DEIR analysis of the various cranes and their historic values. But the 
main point is to honor and reflect Oakland's maritime past—its port a major reason for its 
founding as a modern municipality, in 1852—and urge that the planning and design incorporate 
the cranes more into the site planning, landscape planning, and architectural plans. They should 
be retained as monumental found objects and should be part of easily understandable historic 
interpretive information at the site. These cranes can provide a unique and interesting character 
for the development. 

 
4.  Preserve space for maritime activities and history 
As Oakland’s key industry, maritime activity should be accommodated and encouraged. We urge 
the Port, the Athletics, the City, and the business and labor community not to turn away from this 
inheritance, but rather to ensure that any waterfront development not encroach on our waterfront, 
but rather design for a symbiosis. Conflict of use should be avoided, rather than built in. 
 
Instead of fighting for every square inch of buildable land, this project would benefit from a 
more holistic design that respects Oakland’s maritime present and past, accommodates the 
inevitability of sea-level rise, and more realistically deals with the transportation challenges of 
the site. Other shoreline cities confront these issues by including buffer areas, backing off from 
the edges where global warming may threaten buildings, and softening edges to deter wave 
action. We see little of that here.  

 
Thank you for your consideration. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
Mary Harper 
President 
 
 

 
Cc:  
Oakland Planning Commission 
William Gilchrist 
Ed Manasse 
Pete Vollmann 
Catherine Payne 
Robert Merkamp 
Betty Marvin 
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